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Abstract
The Multi-use Corridors of Regional Economic Significance Program (M-CORES) authorizes the design
and construction of three new toll road corridors through portions of Florida, including the proposed
Suncoast Connector. This paper assesses the potential ecological impacts of the proposed Suncoast
Connector in the study area but with specific focus on the counties along the U.S. 19/U.S. 27/U.S. 98
corridor within the larger Suncoast Connector study area.
This assessment of relevant GIS data on focal species, natural community, wildlife corridor, surface
water resources, ground water resources, forest resources, and existing and proposed conservation
lands shows that a new toll highway including a modified US 19 corridor to accommodate a new
highway would have very significant impacts on the ecological resources of what is currently one of the
most rural regions with highest ecological integrity in Florida. There is no way to build a new or modified
highway facility crossing most of this region without very significant impacts including to the habitat and
wildlife corridors needed to support fragmentation-sensitive species, allow for coastal adaptation to sea
level rise, maintain functional surface water hydrology for the many signification river systems, including
the Suwannee River, that play an essential role in the ecological integrity of the coastal estuary of the
Big Bend, which includes one of the biggest sea grass waterscapes in the United States. This study area
also includes some of the most important areas for recharge and protection of the Floridan Aquifer in
the state, and a new highway and facilitated development could lead to additional significant impacts to
the already endangered Floridan Aquifer.
The study area also includes essential portions of the Florida Ecological Greenways Network (FEGN),
which is the official state plan (administered by the Florida Department of Environmental Protection) for
protecting a statewide system of wildlife corridors. The Big Bend region includes prominent areas of the
highest priorities in the FEGN, called Critical Linkages, as well as other high priorities that would be
significantly threatened by a new highway and associated development traversing this area.
Examination of the Critical Lands and Waters Identification Project (CLIP) data also shows potential
significant impacts of a proposed new highway on the cumulative biodiversity, landscape, water, and
Aggregated Priorities found within the study area. In fact, much of the area immediately surrounding the
current US 19 corridor (defined as within 2 miles of US 19), which is a likely candidate for modification
into a toll highway, is high to moderately high CLIP priorities, and any new highway traversing the region
would impact areas identified is CLIP as having high ecological conservation priority.
Furthermore, a new highway in the study area would have to impact both existing conservation lands as
well as proposed conservation lands (such as Florida Forever projects) through direct impacts, habitat
fragmentation, increased roadkills and isolation of focal species populations, changes in hydrology, and
increased conflict with prescribed fire and other management needs.
Given the high level of potential ecological impacts and the impossibility of avoiding impacts, any plan to
move forward with assessing the feasibility of any new highway, including the consideration of
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alternative routes, must take into account the high level of impact, with the likelihood that the no build
scenario being most compatible with achieving the conservation and resource-based (including forestry
and recreation) economic goals of this nature-dominated region. If a new highway facility is pursued,
minimization would be extremely challenging but essential with detailed planning and a long process
involving selection of the best alternative. A recommendation to address avoidance and minimization is
that the identification of ecological resources that should be avoided needs to be expanded to include
all existing and proposed conservation lands, all proposed conservation lands (FF and RFLPP projects),
AND at least all FEGN Priority 1 Critical Linkages and Priority 2 corridors.
Mitigation would have to be incredibly ambitious, with commensurate mitigation requiring large scale
protection of existing proposed conservation areas while closing remaining gaps in high priority wildlife
corridors throughout the study area. Sufficient mitigation would require the protection of hundreds of
thousands of acres, NOT the tens of thousands of acres or less of additional conservation land
protection historically offered as mitigation for the impacts of new regional highway facilities. In
addition, we recommend modern and expanded bridge designs for any altered (such as U.S. 19 bridges)
or new bridges that would preferably span the entire 500 year floodplain to ensure functional flooding
processes and wildlife connectivity at any flood stage along the six major rivers (as well as major
tributaries) that are crossed by a rebuilt or new highway.
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Introduction
In May 2019 the Multi-use Corridors of Regional Economic Significance Program (M-CORES) was
approved by Governor Ron DeSantis. The Program authorizes the design and construction of three new
toll road corridors through portions of Florida, including the proposed Suncoast Connector, extending
from Citrus County to Jefferson County. The purpose of this paper is to assess the potential ecological
impacts of the proposed Suncoast Connector in the study area but with specific focus on the counties
along the U.S. 19/U.S. 27/U.S. 98 corridor within the larger Suncoast Connector study area.
The Suncoast Connector study area contains a variety of significant hydrologic and ecological resources,
and extensive undeveloped landscapes and ecosystems, including a major critical linkage within the
Florida Ecological Greenways Network (FEGN), which is also part of the Florida Wildlife Corridor
(http://floridawildlifecorridor.org/). Within these landscapes are significant natural communities and a
variety of focal plant and animal species important at both state and federal levels. While some of the
undeveloped landscapes in the study area have been protected via a complex of coastal conservation
lands, there are still important gaps along the coast and further inland. These areas, as well as
agricultural and other land uses would be impacted by new infrastructure and related urban
development resulting from the M-CORES program.
The following sections provide a brief summary and map of the Suncoast Connector study area,
information about ecological resources within the study area including focal species, natural
communities, wildlife corridors, and riverine systems, future potential vulnerability from developments
and sea level rise, and a short summary of conclusions and recommendations that would result in
avoiding, minimizing, or mitigating adverse ecological impacts. Note that this is not an exhaustive study
and is based on the best readily available existing data and research. Data and maps included in this
paper are not intended for use in detailed planning purposes, and all statistics are intended to be
estimates.

The Multi-use Corridors of Regional Economic Significance Program (M-CORES)
The Florida Legislature created the Multi-use Corridors of Regional Economic Significance Program (MCORES) in 2019 (Laws of Florida Chapter 2019-43 [Ch. 2019-43], 2019). The Legislature describes the
purpose and objectives of the M-CORES program as follows:
“The purpose of the program is to revitalize rural communities, encourage job creation,
and provide regional connectivity while leveraging technology, enhancing quality of life and
public safety, and protecting the environment and natural resources. The objective of the
program is to advance the construction of regional corridors that are intended to accommodate
multiple modes of transportation and multiple types of infrastructure.” (Ch. 2019-43, 2019, p. 3)
To pursue these outcomes, the Legislature identifies three corridors for the construction of tolled
facilities to be a part of the Florida turnpike system (Ch. 2019-43, 2019, pp. 3-4). The three corridors are
the Southwest-Central Florida Connector, the Suncoast Connector, and the Northern Turnpike
Connector (Ch. 2019-43, 2019, p. 3).
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The Suncoast Connector Corridor Study Area
The study area for the Suncoast Connector corridor incorporates eight predominantly rural counties:
Citrus, Levy, Dixie, Gilchrist, Lafayette, Taylor, Madison, and Jefferson. Primary existing transportation
corridors include Interstate 10, U.S. 19/U.S. 27/U.S. 98, and a number of other state and local roads.
Development consists primarily of small towns with populations under 10,000, with significant areas of
coastal wetlands, timberland, conservation lands, natural communities, focal species habitat, springs,
and historic cultural attractions. Coastal topography is characterized by low coastal to inland gradients,
amplifying the extent of coastal flooding impacts and the potential impacts of sea level rise. As part of
this paper, a focal area around the U.S. 19/U.S. 27/U.S. 98 corridor is being highlighted in particular as a
means of determining potential impacts to the primary existing north/south road corridor within the
study area that could serve as a potential co-location facility. The total length of this existing highway
corridor within the study area is approximately 175 miles. It consists of 4 lanes along the majority of its
length and is classified as an evacuation corridor.

Figure 1. Suncoast Connector Study Area
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Ecological Resources
Overview
The Suncoast Connector Study Area includes the most of the Big Bend region of Florida, which is one of
the few remaining large rural regions in Florida with intact ecological resources. This includes a
significant diversity of natural communities, many federal and state listed species, other species of
conservation concern, important wildlife corridors with the Florida Ecological Greenways Network and
Florida Wildlife Corridor, important river systems with extensive floodplains including the lower
Suwannee River, and vast shallow water estuaries including one of the most extensive seagrass systems
in the United States. Although significant portions of the Big Bend have been protected as public
conservation lands and private conservation easements, larger areas remain unprotected including large
gaps in the wildlife corridors traversing the region. In addition, depending on location, a new highway
corridor could significantly harm existing protected lands either crossed by new road corridors or in
close proximity. In addition, a new highway corridor will result in increased development pressure that
could significantly exacerbate adverse impacts. This section of this report is separated into subsections
including natural communities, focal species, wildlife corridors, river systems, and estuarine resources.

Natural Communities
Though large portions of the Big Bend region have been converted to forestry operations, these
managed pinelands maintain tree cover and provide habitat for various focal species. In addition, the Big
Bend region still supports a significant diversity of natural communities ranging from aquatic freshwater
and estuarine aquatic ecosystems, to fresh and salt water wetlands, mesic flatwoods and hammocks,
and upland/xeric communities including scrub, sandhill, and upland pine. Using the Cooperative Land
Cover (CLC) data (version 3.3), Table 1 provides a list of natural communities found in the Suncoast
Connector Study Area.
Table 1. List of general terrestrial (uplands and wetlands) natural communities occurring in the Suncoast
Connector Study Area based on the Cooperative Land Cover data version 3.3.
Hardwood forest and hammocks
Mixed pine and hardwood upland forest
Scrub
Xeric hammock
Sandhill
Scrubby flatwoods
Upland pine
Coastal uplands
Beach Dune
Coastal Berm
Coastal Grassland
Maritime Hammock
Shell Mound
Sand Beach
Sinkhole
Wet prairie and bogs
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Freshwater marsh
Mixed swamp
Titi swamp
Wet flatwoods and pond pine
Bay swamp
Hydric hammock
Bottomland and alluvial forest
Saltmarsh
Mangrove swamp
A map of land cover (Figure 2) using the CLC data shows how the Suncoast study area is dominated by
natural and semi-natural vegetation/land use to a greater extent than any other larger region across the
state. In addition, CLC data is also combined into major land cover/land use categories by Florida Natural
Areas Inventory and the University of Florida Center for Landscape Conservation Planning for various
planning purposes. Within the Suncoast study area, this land classification also indicates the degree to
which this region is dominated by natural and low intensity rural land uses including extensive natural
forest and wetlands, pine silviculture, and pastureland (Figure 3). Eighty percent of the Suncoast study
area is either natural or semi-natural land cover, and an additional 10% is pastureland (Table 2).

Figure 2. CLC natural and semi-natural vegetation/land use classes.
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Figure 3. CLC land cover/land use classes.
Table 2. CLC land cover/land use class percentages within the Suncoast study area.

Land Cover Class
Natural
Semi-natural
Pasture
Intensive Agriculture
Development

Percent
46.6%
33.4%
10.1%
3.4%
5.3%

The Critical Lands and Waters Identification Project (CLIP) created by Florida Natural Areas Inventory,
the University of Florida Center for Landscape Conservation Planning, and the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission identifies a subset of natural communities as high priorities based on rarity or
under-representation in existing conservation lands. These data show high priority natural communities
scattered through the Suncoast study area, including within the 2 mile buffer surrounding the U.S. 19
highway corridor (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Rare and under-represented natural communities from the CLIP 4.0 GIS database in
the Suncoast study area.

Focal Species
The Suncoast study area and the Big Bend of Florida provides a high diversity of habitats for a wide array
of federal listed, state listed, and other species of conservation concern (focal species). For this analysis,
we have used a variety of available habitat models to show available habitat for X vertebrate focal
species in the study areas. These habitat models came from three sources: Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission, Florida Natural Areas Inventory, and the University of Florida Center for
Landscape Conservation Planning. We have included most but not all vertebrate species of conservation
interest found in this region all or during parts of the year (permanent resident, summer residents,
winter residents, and migratory). Some strictly coastal species including several shorebird species and
estuarine/saltmarsh species have not been included; however, several coastal species that are more
likely to be impacted by future transportation and related development changes have been included to
serve as indicators for potential coastal species impacts in general. The focal species addressed directly
in this report include those listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Focal Species and Habitat Model Sources
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Global
Rank

Federal
Listing

State
Listing

Gulf Sturgeon

G3T2

LT

LT

Frosted Flatwoods Salamander
Eastern Indigo Snake
Southern Hognose Snake
Short-tailed Snake
Striped Newt
Gopher Tortoise
Alligator Snapping Turtle
Gopher Frog
Florida Pine Snake

G2
G3
G2
G3
G2G3
G3
G3G4
G3G4
G4

LT
LT
N
N
N
C
N
N
N

LT
LT
ISMP
LT
ISMP
C
ISMP
ISMP
LT

FWC and FNAI habitat models
FWC Maxent model
FWC Maxent model
FWC Maxent model
FWC Maxent model
UF model
FWC ISMP model
FWC Maxent model
FWC Maxent model

Scott’s Seaside Sparrow
Florida Scrub-Jay
Florida Burrowing Owl
Limpkin
Florida Sandhill Crane
Short-tailed Hawk
Black Rail
American Swallow-tailed Kite
Southeastern American Kestrel
Bald Eagle
Wood Stork
Red-cockaded Woodpecker
Wading Bird Guild

G4T3
G2
G4T3
G5
G5T2
G4G5
G3G4
G5
G5T4
G5
G4
G3
NA

N
LT
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
LE
LE
N

LT
LT
LT
ISMP
LT
N
N
N
LT
N
LE
LE
LT

FWC habitat model
FWC Maxent model
FWC Maxent model
FWC Maxent model
FWC habitat model
FWC habitat model
FWC Maxent model
FWC habitat model
FWC habitat model
FWC habitat model
FNAI habitat model
FWC and FNAI habitat models
FWC habitat model

Florida Panther
Saltmarsh Vole
Manatee
Sherman's Fox Squirrel
Florida Black Bear
Florida Mouse

G5T1
G5T1
G2
G5T3
G5T2
G3

LE
LE
LE
N
N
N

LE
LE
LE
ISMP
ISMP
ISMP

UF panther conservation priorities model
FWC habitat model
FNAI habitat model
FWC habitat model
FWC habitat and UF Maxent Model
FWC Maxent model

Common Name

Habitat Model Used
FWC model
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For the purposes of discussion, these focal species can be grouped into functional categories based on
habitat affinities or life history characteristics. The groups selected for this paper include xeric and
pineland species, coastal species, wetland-dependent species, open area species, aquatic species, and
landscape species.
Xeric and Pineland Species
Xeric and pineland species include all species dependent on scrub, sandhill, flatwoods, and upland pine
natural communities and associated land uses either occurring within or adjacent to these matrix
communities (such as breeding ponds). In some cases, some of these focal species will use low intensity
land uses (such as Sherman’s fox squirrel) that occur in a larger matrix of intact and rural habitats with
appropriate soils and vegetative structures. Focal species included in this category area Florida ScrubJay, Gopher Tortoise, Red-cockaded Woodpecker, Sherman’s Fox Squirrel, Short-tailed snake, Southern
Hognose Snake, Flatwoods Salamander, Striped Newt, Gopher Frog, and Florida Mouse.
Although much of the Suncoast study area is dominated by wetlands and a both wet natural and wet
managed forest lands, there are both areas of xeric scrub and sandhills, upland pine (in the northern
portion of the study area especially in the Red Hills region), and remnant flatwoods on conservation
lands and occasionally private holdings. Areas of significant habitat for focal species in this group include
the sandhills (and some scrub) in the extreme southern portion of the study area in Citrus and Levy
County, additional high quality sandhill natural communities in Gilchrist County east of the Suwannee
River, the coastal “ridges” and areas near Perry in Taylor County containing both patches of scrub,
sandhill, and other remnant xeric habitats, and the upland pine/clayhills of the Red Hills in northern
Jefferson County.
Potential loss of these communities on private lands is increased by the fact that they occur on drier
soils that are generally higher suitability for development. In addition, the greatest current development
pressure in this region is in the larger xeric landscapes of Citrus and Levy County, which is close to the
existing and future terminus of the Suncoast Parkway and continues to experience “spillover” growth
from the Tampa-St. Petersburg metro area. Extending the Suncoast Parkway with a new toll highway
further north will likely increase development pressure in Citrus and Levy County while also potentially
driving real estate speculation further up the Big Bend coast. In addition, the constraints for building a
new highway corridor in the southern portion of the Suncoast study area increase the likelihood that
xeric habitats essential to federal listed, state listed, and other focal species will have to be destroyed,
degraded, and negatively affected by increased prescribed fire and other habitat management conflicts.
In addition, any proposed new highway corridor in the northern extreme of the study area would likely
significantly impact imperiled upland pine and associated natural communities.
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In contrast, xeric communities in Gilchrist County might be more easily avoided through appropriate
highway corridor planning (if Gilchrist was to host part of a new highway), and the more coastal xeric
habitats in Taylor County are more likely to be avoided by direct impacts since it seems likely that a new
highway corridor would not be placed in close proximity to the coast given flooding and related issues.
However, the habitat maps for quite a few of these xeric and pineland species also shows the potential
for conflict with a new road corridor near Perry, where a beltway around the city would be a likely
scenario if parts of the existing U.S. 19 corridor are used as part of a new toll road in the study area. In
addition, if a new limited access highway increased growth pressure in the Perry and Taylor County area,
there could be secondary impacts to xeric habitats closer to the coast where there are currently small
coastal towns that might harbor more future development in an area with xeric habitat as well as other
important ecological resources that will be discussed further below.
We have included habitat maps for the Red-cockaded Woodpecker (Figure 5), Gopher Tortoise (Figure
6), Striped Newt (Figure 7), Short-tailed Snake (Figure 8), and Florida Mouse (Figure 9), which have been
selected to serve as examples of habitat patterns for the xeric-associated species in this category.
Habitat maps for the Florida Scrub-Jay, Southern Hognose Snake, and Gopher Frog are included in the
appendix.
Flatwoods Salamander and Sherman’s Fox Squirrel are both slight outliers in this group in regards to
habitat availability patterns and potential highway or associated development impacts. Flatwoods
Salamander is more likely to be found in more mesic flatwoods that tend to occur more closely to the
coast in this region. This includes an area of potential habitat within and near the Lower Suwannee
National Wildlife Refuge (although there are no known populations currently there) in Dixie and Levy
Counties. Additional habitat and extant populations of Flatwood Salamander are found further north in
extreme northwestern Taylor County and southern Jefferson County (Figure 10). Sherman’s Fox Squirrel
primarily uses sandhill and high quality longleaf pine flatwoods. However, then can also be found in
savannah-like rural landscapes on appropriate soils such as pasturelands and heterogeneous agricultural
lands in areas that were once dominated by vast pine uplands (Figure 11).
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Figure 5. Red-cockaded Woodpecker habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 6. Gopher Tortoise habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 7. Striped Newt habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 8. Short-tailed Snake habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 9. Florida Mouse habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 10. Flatwoods Salamander habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 11. Sherman’s Fox Squirrel habitat in the Suncoast study area.

Coastal Species
Coastal species included in this analysis include Scott’s Seaside Sparrow (Figure 12), Black Rail (Figure
13), and Saltmarsh Vole (Figure 14). Scott’s Seaside Sparrow and Saltmarsh Vole are both range
restricted species that are found only or nearly only in the Big Bend region and Suncoast study area. The
Black Rail is a more widespread species that is considered to be in steep decline and has been petitioned
for federal listing. In this region all three species are primarily associated with saltmarsh and associated
natural communities near the estuarine waters of the Gulf of Mexico. This habitat affinity also makes all
three species (as well as other saltmarsh and estuarine focal species including Diamondback Terrapin,
Gulf Saltmarsh Mink, Gulf Saltmarsh Snake, and Marian’s Marsh Wren) particularly vulnerable to sea
level rise and especially sea level rise exacerbated by coastal area development that could prevent the
protection of intact ecological gradients to allow for the functional retreat of coastal natural
communities and associated species. This concern relates to a proposed new highway in this region if it
is likely to facilitate additional development that either would not have happened or would have
happened at a slower pace that would allow for more time to protect critical ecosystems and habitats.
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In this region, Citrus County and Levy County have the greatest current threat from such development
and would likely be most impacted by induced development related to a new highway. In addition, this
southern portion of the study area also has greater constraints in terms of potential highway locations
(affected by Lake Rousseau, the Cross-Florida Greenway, etc.) and the existing U.S. 19 corridor is the
closest to the coast as well. Therefore, the greatest potential for conflicts with coastal species regarding
existing habitat and future inland retreat in response to sea level rise occurs in these counties. Further
north, potential future development in Taylor County in the Perry area and nearby coastal communities
could also impact coastal species habitat and inland retreat opportunities.

Figure 12. Scott’s Seaside Sparrow habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 13. Black Rail habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 14. Salt Marsh Vole habitat in the Suncoast study area.

Wetland-dependent Species
Wetland-dependent species included in this analysis include Wood Stork (Figure 15), Limpkin (Figure
16), and the Wading Bird Guild (Figure 17). The Wood Stork is a federally listed species dependent a
wide variety of open and other wetlands to support foraging needs during the nesting season. Limpkins
require wetlands that support specific prey species and still considered a sensitive species despite recent
population increases. The Wading Bird Guild includes a variety of state listed wading birds including
White Ibis, Little Blue Heron, Tri-colored Heron and others that use a variety of both freshwater and
estuarine wetlands but also have sensitive nesting requirements. The habitat for these three species
indicates the extensive nature of wetlands across the Suncoast study area and the likelihood that any
selected alignment for a new highway would impact significant areas of wetland important for these and
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other species.

Figure 15. Wood Stork habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 16. Limpkin habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 17. Wading bird habitat in the Suncoast study area.
Open Area Species
Open Area species included in this analysis include Florida pine snake (Figure 18), Florida Burrowing Owl
(Figure 19), Florida Sandhill Crane (Figure 20), and Southeastern American Kestrel (Figure 21). Both the
Florida Pine Snake and the Florida Burrowing Owl are both upland, dry soil dependent species that in
this region were historically associated with sandhill or other more open xeric or sandy habitats.
However, both species are capable of persisting in human-modified or created land covers and land uses
that still have suitable dry soils including pastureland and other forms of agriculture. The Southeastern
American Kestrel was and still is associated with the sandhill natural community, but it can also be found
in pasture and other agricultural lands especially when nest boxes are provided. The Florida Sandhill
Crane requires a combination of open wetland habitats for breeding/foraging and associated or nearby
open upland habitats. In the current regional landscape, those uplands are often pasture or other
agricultural land uses. Most of the available habitat for the Florida Burrowing Owl, Florida Sandhill
Crane, and Southeastern American Kestrel is in the eastern portion of the study area, but there are
areas of habitat within the two mile buffer of the existing U.S. 19 corridor including in all of the counties
except Jefferson. The Florida pine snake has more extensive available habitat, and larger areas of
potential habitat impact include Citrus County, around the Suwannee River, near Perry in Taylor County,
and in the Red Hills in the northern extreme of the study area.
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Figure 18. Florida Pine Snake habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 19. Florida Burrowing Owl habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 20. Florida Sandhill Crane habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 21. Southeastern American Kestrel habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Aquatic Species
Aquatic species included in this analysis include Gulf Sturgeon (Figure 22), Alligator Snapping Turtle
(Figure 23), and Manatee (Figure 24). Both the Gulf Sturgeon and Manatee are found in both coastal
estuarine waters and in river systems (and springs in the case of the manatee) and are therefore
strongly dependent on the overall health of freshwater and saltwater aquatic habitats in the region.
Rivers that support both species in the study area include the Suwannee River, Steinhatchee River,
Waccasassa River, Withlacoochee River, and Crystal River. Rivers supporting the Alligator Snapping
Turtle include the Suwannee River, Waccasassa River, Steinhatchee River, Econfina River, and Aucilla
River.

Figure 22. Gulf Sturgeon habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 23. Alligator Snapping Turtle habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 24. Manatee habitat in the Suncoast study area.

Landscape Species
Landscape species are considered as those that require large, functionally connected landscapes (often
of many different natural communities or compatible rural land uses) to support individuals and viable
populations. Included in this analysis are the Florida panther (Figure 25 and 26), Florida Black Bear
(Figure 27 and 28), Eastern Indigo Snake (Figure 29), American Swallow-tailed Kite (Figure 30), ShortTailed Hawk (Figure 31), and Bald Eagle (Figure 32).
The Florida panther does not currently have a breeding population in north Florida; however, younger
males are documented to move through and live in the central and northern parts of the state regularly.
In addition, the Florida Panther Recovery Plan calls for the establishment of two additional breeding
populations outside of the current breeding range in southwest Florida. Due to the rural character, large
forested landscape, and low human population density of the Big Bend region, the Suncoast area does
represent a larger area very likely to be capable of supporting a breeding population in the future
depending on the success of panther range expansion. The two Florida Panther habitat layers included
in this report, the University of Florida (UF) panther conservation priorities (Figure 25) and the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service Frakes et al. (2015) Random Forest panther model (Figure 26), both indicate that
the Suncoast region does support potential highly significant habitat with high quality/priority for
panther conservation. For example, approximately 85% of the 2 mile buffer area around the existing US
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19 corridor is in the top three priority levels in the UF panther conservation priorities model. Any new
highway sited in the study area could not avoid significant impacts to panthers in terms of direct habitat
loss and fragmentation as well as increased conflicts with future development and a larger human
population.
The Florida Black Bear habitat model (Figure 27) and Maxent model (Figure 28) both show similar
patterns to the Florida Panther models, with the same conclusion regarding a high level of potential
impacts from a new highway and associated development. A key difference is that there are two and
possibly three breeding subpopulations of Florida black bear already in the study area: in the Aucilla
area in the northern portion of the study area, in and around the Lower Suwannee National Wildlife
Refuge along the lower Suwannee River, and potentially the northernmost portion of the
Chassahowitzka bear population in Goethe State Forest north of the mouth of the Withlacoochee River
and protected habitat south of the river in Citrus County in the southernmost portion of the study area.
Though males from the Chassahowitzka subpopulation are known to occur with the study area, the only
known breeding females are likely further south in Hernando County. However, the Chassohowitzka
bear subpopulation is the smallest in the state, and additional habitat and corridor protection including
north to connect it to the other Big Bend subpopulations is essential for its persistence (Hoctor 2003).
This habitat and corridor protection would need to occur in areas directly adjacent to the southern
portion of the existing U.S. 19 highway corridor in Citrus County and southern Levy County. Further
north, the Lower Suwannee and Aucilla subpopulations continue to expand, and the prediction is that
much of the Big Bend region west and south of the Suwannee River will support breeding bears in the
future. That means that instead of the current situation of parts of the Big Bend being considered
“Occasional” range, most of the Big Bend will be either in the “Abundant” or “Common” range
categories.
The Eastern Indigo Snake is a federally listed species that is highly sensitive to roadkills and habitat
fragmentation associated with highways and other high traffic roads. Individual snakes have large home
ranges and prefer areas with a mix of upland and wetland habitats, while also benefitting from the
presence of gopher tortoise burrows to serve as refugia, especially in the more northerly portion of its
range, which begins in the study area. Though this species is likely more widespread than what is
indicated by the available habitat data, the southern portions of the study area in Citrus, Levy, and
Gilchrist counties harboring sandhill habitats and the upland pine areas of Jefferson and Madison
counities likely provides the more important habitat in this area (Figure 29). Regardless, a new highway
and associated development would likely have significant impacts on this federally listed species from
both roadkills and habitat fragmentation. This includes the fact that Eastern Indigo Snake home ranges
are often bounded by roads (Breininger et al. 2012).
The American Swallow-tailed Kite and Short-tailed Hawk are both area sensitive species that require
large areas of forest and other habitats to support functional breeding territories. American Swallowtailed Kites are found more widely throughout much of the study area (Figure 30) whereas Short-tailed
Hawks are found primarily in the southern portions in Citrus, Levy, and Dixie counties. Both species
could be significantly impacts by habitat loss and fragmentation caused by a new highway and
associated development within the study area.
The Bald Eagle is a conservation success story with this species no longer being federally listed as
Endangered or Threatened. However, it is still protected by other federal and state laws that require
buffers for nesting sites and other rules. This species is widespread in the study area (Figure 31), and any
highway planning must consider nest sites and other potential impacts.
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Figure 25. University of Florida Florida Panther Conservation Priorities in the Suncoast study
area.
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Figure 26. USFWS Frakes et al. (2015) Random Forest Florida Panther habitat model in the
Suncoast study area.
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Figure 27. Florida Black Bear habitat and range in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 28. FEGN Florida Black Bear Maxent habitat model in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 29. Eastern Indigo Snake habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 30. American Swallow-tailed Kite habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 31. Short-tailed Hawk habitat in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 32. Bald Eagle habitat in the Suncoast study area.

CLIP Cumulative Focal Species Data
The CLIP 4.0 cumulative species layers including Rare Species Habitat (Figure 33), Strategic Habitat
Conservation Areas (Figure 33), and the Biodiversity Resource Category priorities (Figure 35; which also
includes natural communities data combined with species data) all show that the Suncoast study area is
extremely significant for biodiversity conservation and that both new highways and facilitated
development would likely have significant negative impacts on regional and state biodiversity. The Rare
Species Habitat data layer (Figure 33) was created by FNAI originally to inform the Florida Forever
environmental land acquisition program, and was prioritized based partly on the amount of species’
habitat currently protected on conservation lands. The CLIP version has been re-prioritized to reflect
more general conservation needs for rare species. FNAI modeled suitable habitat around documented
locations for 281 species of plants, invertebrates, and vertebrates, including aquatic species. The CLIP
SHCAs data layer (Figure 34) was created by FWC to identify gaps in the existing statewide system of
wildlife conservation areas, and to inform ongoing land acquisition and conservation efforts. FWC
modeled areas of habitat that are essential to sustain viable populations for 34 species of terrestrial
(land-based) vertebrates that are not adequately protected on existing conservation lands. The CLIP
version also identifies habitat on conservation lands for all 62 species analyzed for the project. The CLIP
Biodiversity Resource Category layer (Figure 35) is a combination of the four core data layers in the
Biodiversity Resource Category: Strategic Habitat Conservation Areas, Vertebrate Potential Habitat
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Richness, Rare Species Habitat Conservation Priorities, and Priority Natural Communities. Approximately
57% of the 2 mile buffer area around the existing US 19 corridor is in the top three priority levels of the
CLIP Biodiversity Resource Category, and approximately 81% is within the top four priority levels.

Figure 33. CLIP FNAI Rare Species Habitat priorities in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 34. CLIP FWC Strategic Habitat Conservation priorities in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 35. CLIP Biodiversity Resource Category priorities in the Suncoast study area.

Ecological Connectivity
The Suncoast Connector study area contains a variety of significant hydrologic and ecological resources,
and extensive undeveloped landscapes and ecosystems, including a major Critical Linkage within the
Florida Ecological Greenways Network (FEGN), which is also part of the Florida Wildlife Corridor
(http://floridawildlifecorridor.org/). Within these landscapes are significant natural communities and a
variety of focal plant and animal species important at both state and federal levels. Significant portions
of the undeveloped landscapes in the study area have been protected via a complex of coastal
conservation lands, but there are still important gaps along the coast and further inland in the
headwaters of the Waccasassa, Steinhatchee, Econfina, and Aucilla rivers including Waccasassa Flats,
Mallory Swamp and San Pedro Bay. These areas, as well as managed timber lands and low intensity
agricultural and other land uses would be impacted by new infrastructure and related (sub)urbanization
resulting from a new highway.
The Florida Ecological Greenways Network is a statewide dataset and planning tool that identifies and
prioritizes a functionally connected statewide ecological network of public and private conservation
lands. The Florida Ecological Greenways Network is part of the legislatively adopted Florida Greenways
Plan administered by the Office of Greenways and Trails (OGT) in the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (Florida Statutes, Chapter 260). The FEGN guides the Florida Office of
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Greenways and Trails (OGT) ecological greenway conservation efforts, and promotes public awareness
of the need for and benefits of a statewide ecological greenways network. It is also the primary data
layer used to inform Florida Forever and other state and regional land acquisition programs regarding
the most important ecological corridors and intact landscapes across the state.
Without additional development, just sea level rise (SLR) is an important threat to the future viability of
the FEGN in the Suncoast study area. In the most recent update of the FEGN completed in 2016 (Oetting
et. al. 2016), the Critical Linkage following the Big Bend coast was expanded inland to accommodate up
to a 3 meter SLR and still provide functional ecological connectivity. However, future development and a
new highway could significant exacerbate the potential SLR impacts by reducing or precluding
opportunities to protect an intact ecological gradient from the current coastline further inland to
address a 3 meter SLR or larger, which is likely in a 200-500 year time frame from the present
(Chassignet et al. 2016). SLR impacts are already occurring and freshwater wetlands and upland forests
are being lost throughout much of the current estuarine interface along the entire Big Bend coast. There
are a number of published studies that describe changes in coastal forests in the Big Bend region already
occurring in response to sea level rise (Desantis et al. 2007). However, the 2016 FEGN analysis of
landscapes important for maintaining coastal to inland connectivity in the face of rising sea levels
showed that the landscapes within the Suncoast Connector study area are one of the two best
remaining opportunities for facilitating inland retreat of coastal ecosystems and focal species, as well as
maintaining a functionally connected north-south ecological corridor.
Figures 36 shows the Florida Ecological Greenways Network priorities within the study area based on
the most recent 2016 FEGN update. Table 4 shows the percentage of the 2 mile buffer area around the
existing US 19 corridor that is in the higher FEGN priorities. Figure 37 shows important coastal to inland
connectivity priorities that should be maintained to facilitate ecosystem and species migration up to a 3
meter sea level rise in areas of high landscape integrity (i.e. undeveloped, semi-natural, or natural
landscapes). The 3 meter threshold is an arbitrary decision criteria used to guide more near term coastal
inundation and land cover change due to sea level rise. But we also know that sea level rise is likely to
surpass this 3 meter threshold in the by at least the next several centuries. The implication is that if we
are going to maintain one of Florida’s only remaining large and functionally connected coastal
landscapes to ensure functional coastal retreat opportunities for native species, building a new highway
in this regional landscape with primary and secondary impacts including more development is not
compatible with the goal of protecting functional ecological connectivity in this region.
Table 4. Percentage of 2 mile buffer area around the existing US 19 corridor in higher FEGN priorities.
Description
Not a priority
Priority 1 Critical Linkages (highest
priority)
Priority 2
Priority 3
Priority 5

Acres
148,294

Percent
33.1%

111,593
76,787
17,956
93,127

24.9%
17.1%
4.0%
20.8%
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Figure 36. Florida Ecological Greenways Network (FEGN) Priorities within the Suncoast
Connector study area.
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Figure 37. FEGN Coastal to Inland Ecological Connectivity in the Suncoast study area.
There are other GIS data layers indicating the ecological connectivity and priorities within the Suncoast
study area including connectivity model results for the Florida Panther and Florida Black Bear completed
in 2013 as part of the last set of updates of the Florida Ecological Greenways Network (one update was
completed in 2013 and a priorities revision was completed in 2016). Three types of models were
completed for both panthers and bears that are all tools used to identify potential corridor priorities and
functional species connectivity: Least Cost Paths created in the ArcGIS software package, and “Shortest
Path” and Circuitry models created with the Circuitscape software package. All are standard tools for
identifying, evaluating, and prioritizing wildlife corridors and ecological connectivity (Spontak and Hoctor
2017). In all cases, these model results from the application of these tools shows very clearly that the
Suncoast study area currently supports function and high priority corridors and areas of high priority
functional connectivity for both the Florida Panther and Florida Black Bear. And it would be impossible
to build a new highway in this region without significantly negatively impacting those
corridors/connectivity through high traffic highway avoidance, habitat loss and fragmentation, and
roadkills (See Figures 38-43).
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Figure 38. FEGN Florida Panther Least Cost Path Potential Corridors model result in the Suncoast
study area.
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Figure 39. FEGN Florida Panther Shortest Path Potential Corridors model result in the Suncoast
study area.
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Figure 40. FEGN Florida Panther Circuitry Potential Functional Connectivity model result in the
Suncoast study area. Areas in the darker and lighter blues have the greatest potential for
supporting functional connectivity for panthers.
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Figure 41. FEGN Florida Black Bear Least Cost Path Potential Corridors model result in the
Suncoast study area.
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Figure 42. FEGN Florida Black Bear Shortest Path Potential Corridors model result in the
Suncoast study area.
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Figure 43. FEGN Florida Black Bear Circuitry Potential Functional Connectivity model result in the
Suncoast study area. Areas in the darker and lighter blues have the greatest potential for
supporting functional connectivity for bears. The model result shows that almost all of the study
area west and south of the Suwannee River is a large swath of habitat suitable for bears and
functional bear habitat quality.

Water Resources
The available water resource priority data makes clear that it would be impossible to expand/alter an
existing highway facility (such as U.S. 19) or build a new highway in the Suncoast study area without
extremely significant negative impacts to river systems and riparian habitat, wetlands, floodplains, water
quality protection, and aquifer recharge. First, the Suncoast study area harbors six rivers in Florida’s
Major Rivers inventory (Florida Resources and Environmental Analysis Center 1990): Withlacoochee,
Waccasassa, Suwannee, Steinhatchee, Econfina, and Aucilla. The current U.S. 19 corridor crosses all of
these rivers and it is extremely unlikely, unless sited in the extreme eastern portions of the study area,
that a new highway would not also need to cross all or most of these major rivers. In addition, all of
these rivers include extensive wetlands, intact floodplains, and serve as wildlife corridors as indicated by
the major river riparian connectivity and buffer analysis completed as part of the 2013 FEGN update
(Figure 44).
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Figure 44. FEGN Major River Ecological Connectivity model result in the Suncoast study area.
The Big Bend and Suncoast study areas also have extensive Aquatic Preserves along the coast harboring
one of the largest and highest quality areas of seagrass in the United States (Figure 45). Special
Protection Outstanding Florida Waters that could be impacted by an altered or new highway facility
include the coastal springs in the Crystal River area, the Withlacoochee River, the Suwannee River, and
the Aucilla River (Figure 45).
CLIP 4.0 data for Priority Wetlands, Priority Floodplains, Surface Water Protection, the Surface Water
Resource Category, and the Aquifer Recharge priorities all show the extensive nature of water resource
priority areas with the study area and indicate the likelihood of very significant impacts to the quality
and quantity of water (and associated habitat values) through the construction of a new highway and
facilitated development. The Suncoast study area, in general, is one of the lowest lying and wettest
regions in the state, and harbors some of the most extensive and high quality wetlands in the state.
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Figure 45. Aquatic Preserves and Special Protection Outstanding Florida Waters in the Suncoast
study area.
The CLIP Wetlands priority data layer (Figure 46) was created by FNAI, in consultation with water
resource experts, originally to inform the Florida Forever environmental land acquisition program.
Wetlands were mapped based on the FNAI/FWC Cooperative Land Cover (CLC) data layer, which is a
compilation of best-available land cover data for the entire state. The CLC is based on both remotesensed (from aerial photography, primarily from water management district FLUCCS data) and groundtruthed (from field surveys on many conservation lands) data. Wetlands are prioritized by overlap with
FNAI Potential Natural Areas and the UF Land Use Intensity Index (a component of the Landscape
Integrity Index) (Oetting et al. 2016). Approximately 30% of the 2 mile buffer area around the existing US
19 corridor is in CLIP Wetlands priority areas.
CLIP floodplain priorities mirror the wetlands data, and there are extensive high quality floodplains
found throughout most of the study area (Figure 47). This data layer was created by FNAI, in
consultation with water resource experts, originally to inform the Florida Forever environmental land
acquisition program. It identifies FEMA 100-year floodplain for most counties, or a surrogate model for
100-year floodplain (based on wetlands and soils) where FEMA data isn’t complete. It is prioritized
based on land use intensity (sub-model of CLIP Landscape Integrity Index) and FNAI Potential Natural
Areas (Oetting et al. 2016). Approximately 50% of the 2 mile buffer area around the existing US 19
corridor is in CLIP Floodplains priority areas.
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Figure 46. CLIP Wetland priorities in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 47. CLIP Floodplain priorities in the Suncoast study area.
The CLIP Significant Surface Waters data layer (Figure 48) was created by FNAI, in consultation with
water resource experts, originally to inform the Florida Forever environmental land acquisition program.
It identifies buffers to important surface water bodies as well as watersheds that contribute to those
water bodies. It is prioritized based on how close the location is to the water body and how much of the
water body is affected downstream of the location (Oetting et al. 2016). The layer indicates that there
are highly significant water protection buffers along all of the major rivers in the region (at least in part
because they are so important to the health of downstream Aquatic Preserves and a nationally
renowned seagrass bed) and that many tributaries of these rivers are also very highly significant.
Approximately 45% of the 2 mile buffer area around the existing US 19 corridor is in top four priority
levels of the CLIP Significant Surface Water priorities. This map and statistics make clear that there is no
way to locate and construct a new highway facility without significant impacts on surface water resource
in this region and potentially affecting other parts of the state because its important contribution to the
health of the Gulf of Mexico.
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Figure 48. CLIP Significant Surface Water priorities in the Suncoast study area.
The CLIP Surface Water Resource Category priorities (Figure 49) is a combination of the three core data
layers in the Surface Water Resource Category: Significant Surface Waters, Natural Floodplain, and
Wetlands, and it reflects the cumulative large-scale extent of high priority areas for protecting surface
water quantity and quality as well as the ecosystems and focal species dependent on a hydrologic
system with high integrity (Oetting et al. 2016). Approximately 73% of the 2 mile buffer area around the
existing US 19 corridor that is within the top 4 priority levels of the CLIP Surface Water Resource
Category.
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Figure 49. CLIP Surface Water Resource Category priorities in the Suncoast study area.
The CLIP Aquifer Recharge priorities data layer (Figure 50) was created by FNAI in collaboration with
Advanced GeoSpatial, Inc., originally to inform the Florida Forever environmental land acquisition
program. AGI developed an initial Recharge Potential model following a similar model to the Florida
Aquifer Vulnerability Assessment (FAVA). Data inputs included soil hydraulic conductivity, proximity to
karst features, depth to water, and overburden. FNAI removed discharge areas and prioritized the
model based on overlap with Springs Protection Areas and buffers to public water supply wells. High
priorities indicate high potential for recharge to an underlying aquifer system (typically the Floridan
aquifer, but could be intermediate or surficial aquifers in some portions of the state). The highest
priorities indicate high potential for recharge to springs or public water supplies (Oetting et al. 2016).
The Suwannee River valley and Big Bend region is part of the north and central Florida region that is
most important for recharge of the Floridan Aquifer, which is the primary drinking water source for most
Floridians.
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Figure 50. CLIP Aquifer Recharge priorities in the Suncoast study area.
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Other CLIP Data
The CLIP Landscape Integrity data layer (Figure 51) was created by the University of Florida Center for
Landscape Conservation Planning specifically for CLIP. It combines two models: natural land cover patch
size and land use intensity. Both are based on the FNAI/FWC Cooperative Land Cover (CLC) data layer,
and major roads data from the Florida Department of Transportation (which are used to help delineate
patches). Unlike most of the CLIP core data layers, the Landscape Integrity Index is a continuous scale,
from intensive urban areas to remote natural areas, that covers the entire state. Values of 4-7 are
considered to have moderate ecological integrity; and values of 8-10 are considered to have high
ecological integrity. Figure 51 shows that most of the Suncoast study area is in areas considered to have
high ecological integrity given the large size of well-connected habitat patches and very low to relatively
low land use intensity. A new highway corridor through this region along with associated development
would have a significant negative effect on the landscape integrity in this currently predominantly
natural and rural regional landscape.

Figure 51. CLIP Landscape Integrity model values in the Suncoast study area.
The Aggregated CLIP 4.0 Resource Priorities data layer (Figure 52) includes five priority levels depicting
conservation significance for protecting biodiversity, landscape attributes, and high quality surface
water resources at the statewide scale. It is a combination of the Biodiversity, Landscapes, and Surface
Water Resource Priorities models based on the following criteria:
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•
•
•
•
•

Priority 1: Priority 1 for any of the three Resource Categories, or Priority 2 for ALL three
Resource Categories.
Priority 2: Priority 2 for any of the three Resource Categories, or Priority 3 for ALL three
Resource Categories.
Priority 3: Priority 3 for any of the three Resource Categories.
Priority 4: Priority 4 for any of the three Resource Categories.
Priority 5: Priority 5 for any of the three Resource Categories.

Although all priority levels have significance, based on expert consensus the most important priorities
are CLIP Priorities 1 and 2. CLIP Priority 3 can be considered moderate priority at the statewide scale.
CLIP Priority 4 includes areas that still have resource significance but are the lower ranked areas for
many of the CLIP core data layers. CLIP Priority 5 primarily includes broader watersheds with relevance
from a cumulative impact perspective for protecting important watersheds identified in the Significant
Surface Waters core data layer (Oetting et al. 2016). The map provided in this report depicts only
Priority 1-3 in the Aggregated Priorities model, and shows that almost all of the Suncoast study area
except for developed areas and more intensive agricultural areas are in the top three priority levels.
That means that most of the region is considered to be the highest or very high conservation priorities
for meeting statewide conservation goals.

Figure 52. CLIP 4.0 Aggregated Priorities (Priorities 1-3 depicted only here to provide more focus
on the highest priorities) in the Suncoast study area.
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Forest Resources
There are two available data layers that indicate that this region has significant forest resources based
on consideration of sustainable forestry operations and forest land important for providing aquifer
recharge. These layers are part of FNAI’s Florida Forever Needs Assessment database that is used in the
assessment and ranking process for proposed and existing Florida Forever projects. The first layer
represents areas that are priorities for sustainable forestry based on existing land cover, soils, and
distance for forest products processing plants (Florida Natural Areas Inventory 2018). The layer indicates
there are extensive areas of highest to moderately high (Priority 1-Priority 3) priorities for sustainable
forestry operations in the study area (Figure 53).
The second layer shows extensive forest highly significant for aquifer recharge in the region (Figure 54).
A new highway could impact these resources by land use conversion from forestry to highway or
facilitated development, and could also affect prescribed fire operations that could be used on public
timberlands that provide forest resources (State Forests, etc.) as well as private timberlands that may
also use prescribed fire. In addition, the Conservation Fund, in their report about the economic and
natural conditions and needs of the Big Bend region, concluded that forestry was extremely important
to both the economy and conservation in this still extremely rural part of Florida (The Conservation Fund
2015).

Figure 53. Florida Forever Needs Assessment Sustainable Forest priorities in the Suncoast study
area.
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Figure 54. Florida Forever Needs Assessment Forest Lands Important for Aquifer Recharge in the
Suncoast study area.
Existing and Proposed Conservation Lands
Florida Natural Areas Inventory maintains Florida’s existing conservation lands GIS data and also works
with the Florida Department of Protection to update and maintain the Florida Forever projects GIS data
layer as well. Existing conservation lands are all public and private lands that are permanently protected
from development and are managed primarily or predominately for conservation purposes. Florida
Forever projects are lands in the state’s Florida Forever Program that have been proposed for inclusion
in the program and approved based on their outstanding natural resource values. Lands accepted in the
program are then ranked and protected as new state public conservation lands or as private
conservation easements as funding become available.
The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services runs a similar program named the Rural
and Family Lands Protection Program, which identifies agricultural lands including ranchlands and
managed forest land that have important natural resource values and high significance for maintaining
our agricultural economy. Lands accepted in the program are then ranked and protected with
conservation easements as funding become available. These three layers represent virtually all existing
protected conservation lands and projects that have been vetted and accepted for potential protection
as important conservation lands.
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Both existing and proposed conservation lands cover a large portion of the Suncoast study area (Table
4). Forty percent of the Suncoast study area is either existing conservation land (27.5%) or proposed
conservation land (12.6%). A goal for any proposed siting of a new highway within the Suncoast study
area should put avoiding all existing and proposed conservation lands as a highest priority criterion.
Clearly, based on the map of existing and proposed conservation lands (Figure 55) such a goal would be
extremely difficult, and likely impossible, to achieve. We have also provided an additional map (Figure
56) that shows existing and proposed conservation lands on top of the Florida Ecological Greenways
Network priorities. This map shows clearly the importance of almost all Florida Forever projects and
most Rural and Family Lands Protection Program project for closing gaps in FEGN P1-P3 corridors within
the study area, and we will discuss this issue further in the Conclusions and Recommendations section
below.
Table 4. Acres of Existing and Proposed Conservation Lands in the Suncoast Study Area.
Acres in
Suncoast Study
Area
Existing conservation
lands
Florida Forever
Projects
Rural and Family
Land Program
Projects

Percent of
Suncoast Study
Area

1,052,125

27.50%

425,124

11.10%

57,754

1.50%
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Figure 55. Existing and Proposed Conservation Lands in the Suncoast study area.
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Figure 56. Existing and Proposed Conservation Lands and the Florida Ecological Greenways
Network in the Suncoast study area.
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Projected Future Development and Sea Level Rise
The Suncoast study area has a low level of current development and a relatively small human population
compared to many other parts of Florida. Both Future Land Use data obtained from the counties and the
Florida 2070 trend development scenario (Zwick and Carr 2017) show potentially significant new
development in the study area though less than adjacent regions. However, where that potential future
development may occur is also important and there are several areas of potential conflict between
potential future development and protection of large, intact and functionally connected natural and
rural landscapes in the study area. Figure 57 shows the potential conflict between the high priorities
within the Florida Ecological Greenways Network and potential future development represented either
by Future Land Use data and the Florida 2070 trend development scenario. Areas of greater potential
conflict include several locations along or near the coast of the study area especially with the FEGN
Critical Linkage the follows the coastline. From south to north that includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Yankeetown area in southern Levy County
Sumner area inland of Cedar Key in Levy County
Horseshoe Beach area in Dixie County
Steinhatchee area in Dixie County
Keaton Beach area in Taylor County

Though it is uncertain to what extent a new highway would affect development in these coastal
communities in the study area, it is certain that a new highway will increase development pressure. In
addition, poorly located coastal development could have a disproportionate adverse effect on efforts to
protect functional ecological connectivity both south to north along the coast but also from the coast to
inland areas needed to facilitate adaptation to sea level rise as flooding progresses. Any highway
planning process needs to take these potential impacts into account and develop strategies to avoid,
minimize, and mitigate impacts from poorly located development exacerbated by construction of a new
highway corridor.
Figure 58 reinforces the conflicts between protecting ecological connectivity and wildlife resources, the
challenge of sea level rise, and the significant threat of induced development spurred on by the
construction of a new highway in a highly vulnerable location.
Land use and land conservation strategies in the Big Bend and the Suncoast Connector study area must
address these issues regardless of whether the Suncoast Connector toll road is built. It is clear, however,
that building a new highway in this vulnerable low-lying landscape that is rich in species diversity and
habitat, and with great potential promise for ecological connectivity, poses a grave threat to the ecology
and working rural lands of the Big Bend region.
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Figure 57. Potential Future Development and the Florida Ecological Greenways Network in the
Suncoast study area.
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Figure 58. Potential Sea Level Rise in the Suncoast study area.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
This analysis of the Suncoast Connector study area shows that any potential new highway would have
very significant adverse impacts to one of the more rural, biodiverse, and ecologically function regional
landscape remaining in Florida. Specific conclusions include:
1) The region supports an incredible diversity and extent of high priority ecological and natural
resources. This is one of the last large rural areas in Florida supporting extensive opportunities to
protect large, intact and functionally connected ecosystems important for a variety of native focal
species, natural communities, water resources, and compatible timber management.
2) The region also is incredibly significant for freshwater, estuarine, marine, and groundwater
ecosystems and resources. One of Florida’s biggest and most famous rivers, the Suwannee, flows
through the region, and there are five other major rivers as well. All of these river systems and their
extensive floodplains and wetlands would have to be crossed by a toll road unless a new highway
corridor was built in the extreme eastern portion of the toll road study area, which would increase
the adverse impacts to the Suwannee River. The vast floodplains, wetlands, and rivers of the region
all are essential for supporting a healthy and diverse estuary containing hundreds of thousand of
acres preserved as Florida Aquatic Preserves that harbors one of the largest seagrass waterscapes in
North America. This estuary is also extremely important for a variety of commercial and recreational
activities including oysters, clams, recreational scalloping, and a lucrative recreational fishing
industry.
3) The region is one of the last, large and predominantly rural landscape in Florida that also has a high
probability of supporting viable Florida black bear, Florida panther, and other fragmentationsensitive species that require extensive areas of well-connected habitat to sustain healthy
populations. There is also a healthy mixture of forested uplands and wetlands in a broad mosaic
from inland areas to a vast coastal ecosystem that is largely intact unlike most other coastal areas in
the state. This also means that the region supports one of the best opportunities in the state to
allow focal species and ecosystem to functionally respond to the impacts of climate change and
especially sea level rise. In most parts of Florida, coastal development will preclude or severely limit
the ability of coastal species and ecosystems to functionally respond through inland retreat as sea
level rises progressively and more quickly over the course of this century and beyond. The Big Bend
still provides that opportunity, and we have made great strides in protecting a network of coastal
conservation lands to facilitate these opportunities. However, many unprotected gaps remain
including the need for land protection further from the coast to address sea level rise impacts. A
new toll road would potentially fragment this essential ecological gradient and increase
development pressure that would compete and potentially preclude protection of the remaining
gaps in coastal conservation lands and statewide and regional wildlife corridors.
4) The extent of conflict and potential adverse impacts to ecological, biodiversity, and natural resource
conservation will be extensive, regardless of whether the new toll road is an altered U.S. 19 with
bypasses around major cities or a partially or completely new highway corridor. Avoidance of
significant ecological impacts would be impossible. Minimization would be challenging but essential
with detailed planning and a long process involving selection of the best alternative, though the best
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alternative is quite clearly no build. Mitigation would have to be incredibly ambitious, with
commensurate mitigation requiring large scale protection of existing proposed conservation areas
while closing remaining gaps in high priority wildlife corridors throughout the study area. Mitigation
would also require extensive restoration and management funds for wetlands and floodplains to
account for the significant adverse impacts to hydrologic resources.
Recommendations
1) The M-CORES committees should be allowed to discuss a no-build alternative, and this analysis
should make clear that a no build alternative is advisable given the lack of demonstrated
transportation need and the large-scale impacts of developing a new highway in the Suncoast
Connector study area.
2) Avoidance and minimization: we are hesitant to make recommendations about best strategies to
avoid and minimize impacts given our strong recommendation not to build the proposed toll road.
That said, one clear recommendation is that the identification of ecological resources that should be
avoided should be expanded to include all existing and proposed conservation lands, all proposed
conservation lands (FF and RFLPP projects), AND at least all FEGN Priority 1 Critical Linkages and
Priority 2 corridors in the Suncoast Connector study area.
3) In order to minimize adverse impacts, FDOT should first demonstrate conclusively that a
transportation need exists for the project. FDOT should evaluate a range of alternatives, each of
which should have a clear nexus between the demonstrated transportation need and the solution
proposed. FDOT should consider a full range of alternatives without regard to the Legislatively predetermined termination in Jefferson County. Alternatives should be evaluated to identify an option
that meets any demonstrated need while being resilient to flooding and sea level rise and
maximizing the protection of public and private conservation lands. habitat of focal species, water,
wetland and floodplain resources, and working rural lands.
4) Mitigation would of course be required and FDOT and state government has to be required to think
well beyond piecemeal mitigation that has been deemed “sufficient” in the past. Mitigation would
need to include a massive funding of land conservation efforts in the region to ensure that: all
current proposed conservation lands are protected; sufficiently wide high priority wildlife corridors
are protected creating a functional regional ecological network; and modern and expanded bridge
designs for any altered (such as U.S. 19 bridges) or new bridges that would preferably span the
entire 500 year floodplain to ensure functional flooding processes and wildlife connectivity at any
flood stage along the six major rivers (as well as major tributaries) that are crossed by a rebuilt or
new highway.
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Appendix-Additional Focal Species Maps

Figure 1. Florida Scrub-Jay Habitat.
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Figure 2. Gopher Frog Habitat.
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Figure 3. Southern Hognose Snake Habitat.

